Enchantress Hints and Tips ...
Enchantress will be shown in full color with all tips and tricks in the INTERNATIONAL DOLL
fantasy issue coming up.
The part of the class I can explain though - is the hair and the wonderful metal *faux* enameled
breast plate.
HAIR
1. Glue a realistic hairline
2. Take your conditioned viscose, and slide through fingers to get rid of any frizzies
3. Lay strip of LIGHT BLOND VISCOSE across top of head - think spiderweb thin
4. Now lay main strip of viscose (you can repeat step 3 with as many layers of blond as you want
for a multi highlighted look) across head
5. Glue small line of glue from ear to ear and lay viscose across this.l
6. Now that your wigging cross is set - gently press into glue and let dry. When dry
flip up front edge and sides and twist into a bun on her head. Cut off excess and glue down flat
on her head.
7. Take a belt buckle - put it upright and glue on for her crown.
8. Take sides of hair and blow on it to see what direction it will take with the glue setting.
9. Take corsage pin - and gently pick out excess hair
10. Take plant mister and GENTLY mist hair and shape with fingers as desired.
Faux Enameled Breast Plate
This is worth the whole class (doll part) itself <G>
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Take a roll of jewelry finding
Cut off one
Smooth edges with file
Put a thin piece of fimo behind it - and trim off excess
Take out a rhinestone chain, cut off one of the pieces and glue on for center focal point
Put glue on *spaces* and gently fill in with beads as desired
Bake fimo and it will stick just wonderful!
Cover with clear fingernail polish and WALA!!! AWESOME!!!

Below are the photos for this tip. Enjoy and Happy Creating!
DANA

